Fivealive-lite grape theme option is not applied or overridden by default Bootstrap colors
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Description
On https://nextthemes.tiki.org/Themes (use next/next to authenticate) you can see the "grape" theme option is not displaying in the grape colors but it uses the default blue instead.

Importance
10 high

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
This theme problem seems to be specific to nextthemes.t.o. (You didn't see it at another trunk test/dev site, did you?) I noticed that no theme options are loaded for FiveAlive-lite (none can be seen in the DOM inspector). I turned off CSS minifying to see if it would help, but it didn't. FiveAlive also didn't appear correctly, color-wise. On the other hand, child themes work ok in the jqui theme, so whatever the problem is, it doesn't affect all themes.

Not even all of the option themes for FiveAlive are listed in the options selector - there's a "classic" version of each child theme but none of them are listed.

The FiveAlive and FiveAlive-lite themes and theme options work fine in a couple of test trunk installations in my localhost, for what it's worth.

By the way, the nextthemes.tiki.org homepage is broken because the wiki content uses .panel divs, etc. I can make a version at themes.t.o with .card divs, etc. that can be switched to quickly after the update of themes.t.o.

I wonder why the site logo/title isn't displaying at nextthemes.t.o. The module doesn't seem to be activated, which is weird since the site is supposed to be using the same configuration as at themes.t.o, right?, from a copy of the database.

There's been some regression in my files. The options were working ok earlier. I'll get on it.
Gary Cunningham-Lee 23 Sep 18 15:55 GMT-0000

I added (r67609) the FiveAlive options stylesheets to FiveAlive-lite as they have most elements in common. The site header/navbar have to be styled since the HTML changed recently, but the sites will be usable for testing.

lucia$h d' being ‍♂️ 23 Sep 18 16:09 GMT-0000

Thank you Gary! Looks much better now 😊

John Morris 23 Sep 18 15:33 GMT-0000

Is this related?
https://dev.tiki.org/item6279-Icons-Unseen-with-Fivealive-Theme

Gary Cunningham-Lee 23 Sep 18 16:01 GMT-0000

No, that's a separate issue that needs to be fixed. I thought I'd fixed it already, but apparently not if you're still seeing it.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 23 Sep 18 16:05 GMT-0000

Another issue is that there isn't a direct correlation between the page elements in the layout templates since they have been reduced in number due to near-redundancy. So some decisions need to be made. What I mean is the "Basic Bootstrap" layout has the fixed top navbar, but its footer background isn't full width. The Classic Tiki layout has full-width footer background, but doesn't have a fixed top navbar without some scripting, etc. So should these layout files be edited some more?
Actually the "Basic Bootstrap" layout does have a separate container for the footer. The div tags to enable it had been commented out for some reason. So no problem regarding the fixed top navbar and full width footer background.

The original document is available at
http://dev.tiki.org/item6794-Fivealive-lite-grape-theme-option-is-not-applied-or-overriden-by-default-Bootstrap-colors